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Abstract: Cellulose deposition in developing cotton fibers has been studied previously with
analytical techniques, such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
Recent technological developments in instrumentation have made Raman microscopy
emerge as an extraordinary analytical tool in biological and plant research. The advantage
of using confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) resides in the lateral spatial resolution and in
the fact that Raman spectroscopy provides not only chemical composition information, but
also structural information. Cross-sections of cotton fibers harvested at different
developmental stages were studied with CRM. The Raman bands assigned to cellulose were
analyzed. The results of this study indicate that CRM can be used as a tool to study cellulose
deposition in cotton fibers and could provide useful information on cellulose deposition
during cotton fiber development.
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1. Introduction
Raman scattering involves the excitation of a molecule by inelastic scattering with a photon, and it
depends on changes in the polarizability due to molecular vibrations. Because of recent technological
developments in instrumentation, Raman microscopy has emerged as a powerful analytical tool in
biological and plant research [1]. Confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) presents some advantages
compared to other chemical imaging techniques. Due to the fact that Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) uses longer wavelengths, the diffraction-limited resolution is in the micron scale,
around 5 microns with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) imaging [2]. In addition, Raman spectroscopy
is not sensitive to water content in samples, as is the case with IR spectroscopy [1]. UV microscopy is
close in resolution (~250 nm) to CRM, but it lacks the precise functional group identification [3]. The
resolution of CRM is in the submicron scale, close to 200 nm, using a laser in the visible region [4].
Moreover, with CRM, it is possible to obtain structural information of the material, such as
crystallinity [5,6], and also to analyze the depth profiles of the samples [7].
In this paper, we analyzed cross-sections of developing cotton fibers with CRM. Cotton fiber
development consists of five major overlapping developmental stages: differentiation, initiation, polar
elongation, secondary cell wall (SCW) deposition and maturation. Fiber initiation commences at
anthesis (0 days post anthesis = 0 dpa) and signals the onset of fiber morphogenesis. Within three weeks
after anthesis, fiber growth is characterized by the synthesis of the primary cell wall (PCW) and an
increase in fiber length. Around 21 dpa, the secondary cell wall growth initiates and continues for a
period of three to six weeks post anthesis. The transition period between 16 and 21 dpa is considered to
represent a developmental switch in emphasis from primary to secondary cell wall [8]. Previously, we
reported on the use of different analytical techniques to study cellulose development in cotton fibers
harvested from two cultivars, TX55 and TX19, at different stages post anthesis [9,10]. The results
converged towards the conclusion that SCW in fibers from the TX19 cultivar develops earlier than in
fibers from the TX55 cultivar. For the above-mentioned studies, cross-sections of developing cotton
fibers were obtained and analyzed with image analysis software in order to calculate the degree of
maturity. These cross-sections could be used to obtain additional information on the developing cotton
fibers. CRM has been used previously on cross-sections and the surfaces of cellulosic materials. This
analytical technique was used to illustrate the changes in molecular composition in the SCW of
cross-sections of poplar wood cells [11]. The morphological and structural changes associated with the
mercerization of cellulose fibers were studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and CRM [7]. In
addition, the distribution of lignin and cellulose in black spruce wood was investigated previously by
Raman imaging [12]. Furthermore, wood extractives from cellulose surfaces were studied by combining
AFM and CRM [13]. The spatial distribution of cell wall polymers in Arabidopsis thaliana was studied
by CRM, as well [14]. Moreover, imaging of lignification in cell walls of transgenic Populus trichocarpa
was performed by Raman microscopy [15]. CRM can also be used to study the surface modification of
cellulose and other materials. Mangiante et al. [16] used RCM to analyze alkyne-derivatized fibers
cross-sections. The results showed that alkyne moieties were incorporated all over the fibers.
Song et al. [17] reported that Raman microscopy is capable of detecting specific vibrational stretches,
as well as imaging cells. All of these reports support the idea that CRM can be used as a tool to study
developing cotton fibers.
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Our objective is to analyze cellulose deposition in the secondary cell wall of developing fibers and to
obtain chemical and structural information. The thickness of the primary cell wall of cotton fibers is less
than 500 nm [18], and the diameter of the fibers from the cotton variety used in this study range from
11 to 22 µm [19]. CRM is ideal for this study, due to its high lateral resolution.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials
In this work, cotton fiber (Gossypium hirsutum L cv. TX55) samples were planted in a greenhouse
and harvested at 21, 27 and 56 dpa. The pericarp was immediately removed, and isolated ovules were
transferred into cryogenic vials and stored in a cryobiological storage system filled with liquid nitrogen.
Fiber samples were thawed and rinsed with water to remove sugars and other water-soluble
compounds [10]. Fiber cross-sections were performed according to the protocol reported in [8]. Briefly,
fiber samples were embedded in methacrylate polymer. This polymer holds the cotton fibers until they
can be glued to a slide for observation. Then, the methacrylate polymer is dissolved in methyl
ethyl ketone.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy of the cotton fibers was performed with Hitachi Microscope TM-1000
(Tokyo, Japan) using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Fibers were placed on a carbon disk, and no
coating was performed prior to testing.
2.2.2. Confocal Raman Microscopy (CRM)
CRM was carried out in an Alpha300 Raman Microscope (Witec, Germany). A 532-nm laser was
used as a monochromatic light source. The Raman spectrum of each sample corresponds to the average
of all of the spectra in each image. Analysis of the Raman spectra was performed in KnowItAll®
Information Systems Academic edition software from Bio-Rad (Berkeley, CA, USA). All spectra were
baseline corrected and normalized with the band at 1099 cm−1.
2.2.3. X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction measurements of cotton fibers were performed on powder samples. Cotton fibers
were ground in a Wiley mill to pass through a 20 mesh screen. Measurements were carried in a
Rigaku Smartlab instrument. CuKα radiation was generated at 40 kV and 44 mA. The crystallinity of
the powdered samples was determined by the use of PDXL software from Rigaku (Tokyo, Japan). The
crystallinity was calculated by the ratio of the total area of the crystalline resolved peaks to the total
unresolved area.
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3. Results and Discussion
As reported in our previous work, the secondary cell wall synthesis in cotton fibers from the TX55
cultivar is initiated at around 21 dpa [9,10]. The period between 21 and 27 dpa is characterized by an
increase in the amount of cellulose in the fibers. The cellulose content of fibers from the TX55 cultivar
harvested at 21, 27 and 56 dpa has been reported as 34%, 81% and 88%, respectively [9]. SEM images
of cotton fiber cross-sections at different developmental stages are shown in Figure 1. These images
illustrate the increase of the secondary cell wall thickness as a function of dpa. The cross-section at
21 dpa has a thin SCW, and its main constituent is the primary cell wall. At 27 dpa, the development of
SCW is more pronounced. Maturity is reached at 56 dpa, and the SCW is clearly the main constituent of
the cotton fiber [8].
Figure 1. SEM images of fiber cross-sections at different developmental stages: (a) 21 dpa
(days postanthesis); (b) 27 dpa; and (c) 56 dpa.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Representative confocal Raman images of cotton fiber cross-sections at different dpa are shown in
Figure 2. These images were created by mapping the intense band around 2800–2900 cm−1 (i.e., CH,
CH2). These images also illustrate the increase of the secondary cell wall thickness as a function of dpa.
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The advantage of using CRM is that every pixel of each image of Figure 2 is a Raman spectrum. Thus,
the deposition of cellulose in developing cotton fibers can be investigated by this label-free
imaging technique.
Figure 2. Confocal Raman images of fiber cross-sections at different developmental stages:
(a) 21 dpa; (b) 27 dpa; and (c) 56 dpa.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3 shows the Raman spectra acquired from the images of Figure 2 of three samples. The
spectrum at each dpa has different band intensities, which is due to differences in the chemical
composition and structural organization of developing cotton fibers at different stages of maturity.
Table 1 shows the relative intensity values and the assignment of some of the principal Raman bands
corresponding to cellulose.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of cross-sections of fibers at different developmental stages:
21 dpa, 27 dpa and 56 dpa. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity.

Vibration at 2897 cm−1: The intense vibration at 2897 cm−1 is attributed to CH and CH2 stretching in
cellulose macromolecules [7]. The relative intensity of this band is low at 21 dpa compared to the
intensity of the same band in the spectra from fibers harvested at 27 and 56 dpa. These results are in
agreement with the cellulose content determined using the anthrone method from our previous work.
Vibration at 2736 cm−1: This vibration is assigned to the methine group in cotton [20]. Noticeably
high relative intensity is observed in the spectra of fibers harvested at 27 and 56 dpa when compared
with the intensity in the spectra of fibers harvested at 21 dpa.
Vibrations at 1379 and 1158 cm−1: These vibrations are assigned to CH2 and C–C ring breathing
asymmetric stretching of cellulose, respectively [21]. For fibers harvested at 27 and 56 dpa, the relative
intensities of these vibrations are higher compared to the relative intensities at 21 dpa.
Vibrations at 1124, 974 and 521 cm−1: The intensity of the band at 1124 cm−1, attributed to the
glycosidic bond symmetric stretching, showed an increase between 21 and 56 dpa. The vibration at
974 cm−1 is assigned to CH2 stretching. The intensity of this vibration increased from 21 to 56 dpa,
indicating structural changes during the development of the fiber. The vibration at 521 cm−1 is also
assigned to C–O–C glycosidic. The intensity of this vibration increased by about 130% between 21 and
56 dpa. This indicates massive deposition of cellulose during this period of fiber development.
Vibrations at 439, 383, and 346 cm−1: Bands at 439, 383 and 346 cm−1 have been previously attributed
to cellulosic ring deformation, and their intensities are significantly lower at 21 dpa than at 27 and
56 dpa [21].
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Vibrations at 1481 and 1462 cm−1: Schenzel et al. [5] reported that the vibration at 1482 cm−1 is
indicative of crystalline cellulose I, while the vibration at 1462 cm−1 is indicative of amorphous cellulose.
The intensity of this vibration is low compared to the vibration intensity in the spectra of fibers harvested
at 27 dpa. This indicates higher amorphous cellulose at 27 dpa. The intensity of the vibration at
1481 cm−1 is higher in the spectra of fibers harvested at 56 dpa, which indicates high crystalline cellulose
at this stage. It should be pointed out that there is not a big difference between the intensity of this
vibration at 27 and 56 dpa. This indicates that there is no major change in the crystallinity of cellulose
between 27 and 56 dpa.
Table 1. Assignment of some of the Raman bands of cellulose in cotton fibers and the
relative intensities at different dpa.
Wavenumbers (cm−1)
2897
2736
1481
1461
1379
1158
1124
1099
974
521
439

Relative intensity (a.u.)
56 dpa
27 dpa
21 dpa
2252
2287
1015
236
270
97
236
234
218
250
279
230
774
685
501
763
681
436
1135
1041
825
1000
1000
1000
264
237
137
656
555
286
738
654
397

383

1108

1008

526

346

502

470

256

Assignment [5–7,21,22]
–
CH, CH2 stretching
CH Methine
Correlated to cellulose crystalline
Correlated to amorphous cellulose
CH2, HCC, HCO, COH
CC, CO ring breathing, asymmetric stretching
COC glycosidic linkage, symmetric stretching
COC glycosidic, ring breathing
CH2
COC glycosidic
CCC, CCO ring deformation
CCC, CO, CCO, ring deformation/correlated
to cellulose crystallinity
CCC, CO, CCO, ring deformation

Agarwal et al. [6] reported that the ratio of Raman bands at 380 and 1096 cm−1 is directly correlated
to the crystallinity of cellulose. In our study, the normalization was performed with the band at
1099 cm−1. Therefore, the relative intensities of the band at 380 cm−1 can be compared directly for all
samples. The results showed that the highest intensity is obtained for fibers harvested at 56 dpa, and the
lowest intensity is obtained for fibers harvested at 21 dpa. These results are in good agreement with the
percent of crystallinity obtained from the traditional X-ray diffraction. The XRD patterns of the
powdered cotton samples were collected (Figure 4). The fibers harvested at 21, 27 and 56 dpa had 52%,
72% and 80% crystallinity, respectively. These results are in agreement with the previously-reported
crystallinity of developing cotton fibers [23].
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of cotton fibers at different developmental stages: 21 dpa,
27 dpa and 56 dpa. The patterns are shifted vertically for clarity.

4. Conclusions
In this study, CRM was used to analyze cross-sections of developing cotton fibers. The results point
to the conclusion that the relative intensity values of the Raman spectra of the principal bands
corresponding to cellulose macromolecules presented in Table 1 were significantly lower in the spectra
of fibers harvested at 21 dpa compared to 56 dpa. These results are in agreement with the
previously-reported cellulose content by the anthrone method. Furthermore, the crystallinity of
developing cotton fibers was obtained by XRD, and the results are in agreement with previously-reported
results. The intensity of the Raman band of developing cotton fibers at 383 cm−1, which has been
correlated to cellulose crystallinity, is in agreement with XRD results. The submicron resolution of CRM
presents an opportunity to gain insight into the deposition of cellulose in the secondary cell wall. The
results showed that it is possible to obtain information on the chemical composition and structure of the
deposited cellulose in developing cotton fibers. CRM can be used as a tool to differentiate between
cotton fibers at different developmental stages and could provide useful information of
fiber development.
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